
the art of crafting nature

Dig This! Experiences of growing and landscaping here in 
Newfoundland by our seasoned landscape horticulturalists.

Well-Being and Landscape

There is a lot written these days about the impact of social 
isolation on well-being and the benefits of connecting with 
nature.  How strong is your connection to your landscape, 
the land around your home, neighbourhood and city? Our 
isolation from nature, through the built environment and 
technology, has a simple remedy: Get out in it with walking 
meetings, solitary hikes or just a few minutes sitting out on the 
porch. Reconnecting with nature will help see us through this 
time of social isolation and is required for the reset we need in 
the race for climate stability.

You do not have to own nature to receive its benefits. Many 
neighbourhoods have excellent walking trails with grasses, 
trees and shrubs forming habitat for a wonderful variety of 
birds to get to know. Identifying the weeds in a vacant lot 
passes for fun in my book but I guess I am a bit of a plant nerd. 

Online applications supporting 
citizen science such as iNaturalist 
and eBird and websites such as 
The Cornell Lab: All About Birds, 
give names to the species around 
us. Species awareness strengthens 
this health-giving connection. 

“Every place is given its character by certain patterns of 
events that keep happening there…” writes Christopher 
Alexander in A Timeless Way of Building. A place can be a 
bench outside a sunny door, a gravel path bordered by shrubs 
disappearing around a bend. Distant views can be “borrowed” 
and brought into a place.  A hedge, for example, may provide 
privacy for seating while underscoring and highlighting a 
distant mountain or city skyline. Each place will feel different 
depending on many things; its exposure, views, scents, the 
nature of materials under foot or seat. How inviting is your 
porch, front garden or back yard?  What happens there? What 
more is possible? These are some of the things we discuss in a 
landscape consultation.

Healing happens with access to natural places, safe movement 
through them and finding within them a comfortable 
seat. Spending time in the presence of a variety of trees 
and plants is calming, thought provoking, and healing. We 
belong to a bigger community outside our door. Professional 
landscape design encourages and facilitates this connection. 
In the natural world’s journey through the seasons, nature 
accompanies us through time and renewal. 
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